
مؤسسه علوى

   1زبان انگلیسی  
1- The sky is very cloudy. I think it .................... to rain tonight . 

1) is going  2) will go  3) goes  4) would go 
2- When you keep the nature clean and safe, the animals will live ....................  . 

1) to long  2) as long  3) longer  4) longest 
3- They learn to help the .................... animals. 

1) injuring  2) injure  3) injured  4) to injured 
4- He didn’t go to restaurant with his friends. He went to the cinema .................... . 

1) choice  2) instead  3) more  4) careful 
5- I saw two young .................... in the park. They were standing next to a .................... 

1) woman / childs 2) womans / child 3) women / children   4) women / child  
6- She showed me a .................... photo of her sister. She was so beautiful and young.  

1) useful  2) recent  3) boring  4) safe 
7- If we stop hunting, the number of cheetahs will .................... in the future. 

1) increase  2) fail  3) keep  4) help 
Cloze test 

Endangered species are those at the risk of dying out, meaning that there are a few left of their kind, that they 
could disappear from the …(53)... altogether. As humans …(54)... develop their society by destroying the homes 
of animals, it seems that in the future the animals …(55)... have a place to live, so we might …(56)... those kinds 
that add beauty and wonder to the …(57)... world . 

8- 1) Earth  2) jungle 3) future 4) sea 
9- 1) going 2) go 3) are going to  4) will go 

10- 1) will  2) is going  3) are going  4) won’t 
11- 1) lose  2) attend  3) travel  4) like 
12- 1) western  2) natural  3) real 4) young 
Reading and Comprehension  

At night you can see many stars. In the day you can see one star - the sun. Did you know that the sun is a star? 
It looks bigger than other stars because it is nearer to us. The sun is much bigger than the moon. It is made of 
very hot gas. The sun’s light and heat make our plants and food grow. We could not live without the sun. 

13- During the day we can see .................... in the sky. 
1) many stars  2) one star  3) no stars  4) some stars 

14- What does “it” in the second line refers to? 
1) the moon  2) the Earth  3) the sun  4) plants 

15- According to the passage the moon is .................... than the sun. 
1) smaller  2) bigger  3) as big as  4) the biggest 




